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Learning, memory and long-term potentiation (LTP) are supported by factors includ-21

ing post-synaptic calcium ion flux activating and transforming the hexagonal calcium-22

calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) holoenzyme. Upon calcium-induced activation, up to six23

kinase domains extend upward, and up to six kinase domains extend downward from the24

CaMKII association domain, the fully activated holoenzyme resembling a robotic insect25

20 nanometers in length. Each extended kinase domain can be phosphorylated, and able26

to phosphorylate other proteins, thus potentially further encoding synaptic information at27

intraneuronal molecular sites for memory storage, processing and distribution. Candidate28

sites for phosphorylation-encoded molecular memory include microtubules, cylindrical lat-29

tice polymers of the protein tubulin. Using molecular modeling, we find spatial dimensions30

and geometry of the six extended CaMKII kinase domains can precisely match those of31

microtubule hexagonal lattice neighborhoods (both A- and B-lattices), and show two fea-32

sible phosphorylation mechanisms. In one, phosphorylation sites (e.g. valine 208) on a33

CaMKII extended kinase domain interact with serine 444 on a C-terminal ‘tail’ of tubu-34

lin. In the second, the CaMKII kinase domain unfurls, enabling phosphorylation sites to35

contact threonine and serine sites on the tubulin surface. We suggest sets of six CaMKII36

kinase domains phosphorylate hexagonal microtubule lattice neighborhoods collectively,37

e.g. conveying synaptic information as ordered arrays of six “bits”, and thus a “byte”, with38

(minimally) 26 (64) possible bit states per CaMKII-microtubule interaction. We model two39

levels of interaction between CaMKII and microtubules, suggesting a testable framework40

for molecular memory encoding.41
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1. Introduction1

Learning and memory are understood as synaptic plasticity among brain neurons,2

shaping activity through neuronal networks [36, 17], and supported by “long-term3

potentiation” (LTP) [28, 2, 4] an experimental paradigm in which brief repetitive4

pre-synaptic stimulation causes prolonged post-synaptic sensitivity, e.g. to gluta-5

mate. Glutamate receptor binding opens membrane calcium channels, causing cal-6

cium ion flux (Ca2+) into dendritic spines, shafts and cell bodies which in turn results7

in various effects including (via Ca2+/calmodulin) activation and phosphorylation8

of the hexagonal calcium-calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) holoenzyme.9

Activation/phosphorylation prolongs CaMKII activity, suggesting that memory10

of Ca2+ synaptic events is encoded in CaMKII structure [24–27, 30]. Ca2+ activation11

transforms CaMKII, with up to six kinase domains extending above, and up to six12

kinase domains extending below the association domain, the fully activated CaMKII13

resembling a robotic insect 20 nanometers in length (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)) [39]. Each14

extended kinase domain can phosphorylate a substrate.15

Localization of activated CaMKII correlates in some way with memory. In LTP,16

activated CaMKII rapidly distributes in dendrites via diffusion, molecular motors17

and/or cytoskeletal actin and microtubules [43, 11]. CaMKII binds to microtubules18

[22], whose depolymerization prevents rapid CaMKII distribution [1]. Disruption of19

microtubules into neurofibrillary tangles occurs in Alzheimer disease. First suggested20

to store memory by Cronly-Dillon et al. [5], microtubules are logical sites for CaMKII21

phosphorylation and memory encoding.22

Microtubules are polymers of tubulin, a peanut-shaped protein heterodimer com-23

posed of alpha and beta monomers (Fig. 2(a)). Negatively charged C-terminal tails of24

amino acids protrude from both monomers. Tubulins self-assemble into microtubules25

(Fig. 2(b)), 25 nanometer diameter hollow cylinders of 13 tubulin chains (protofil-26

aments) aligned alpha-to-beta. Lateral tubulin interactions between protofilaments27

result in helical winding pathways and two types of lattices (A-lattice and B-lattice,28

Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). Unlike microtubules in non-neuronal cells which continuously29

assemble and disassemble, microtubules in brain neurons are stabilized by special-30

ized proteins [12]. Lattice structure and organizational functions have prompted31

theoretical models of microtubules as computational automata [13, 14, 46].32

Free, unpolymerized tubulin is phosporylated by activated CaMKII on or near33

the tubulin C-terminal tail [47]. CaMKII generally phosphorylates proteins at the34

amino acid sequence arginine-X-X-serine/threonine, where X can be any amino35

acid [33, 20, 44]. Several sites on alpha and beta tubulin follow this sequence36

[48, 49], another potential site being serine 444 on the C-terminal tail of beta tubulin37

[41, 7].38

Phosphorylation interactions between CaMKII and tubulin assembled in micro-39

tubule lattices are unknown. In this study we used molecular modelling to exam-40

ine possible binding, phosphorylation and information encoding between activated41

CaMKII and microtubule lattices.42
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. The calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II holoenzyme. Upper – face view,
Lower – side view. Kinase domains are in red and blue, association domain in yellow, autoreg-
ulatory domains in green and extenders/legs in black. (a) Non-activated, (b) activated, (c) acti-
vated with phosphorylation sites in “S-T hydrophobic site” highlighted: yellow – valine 208,
orange – tryptophan 237, blue – threonine 286. Scale bar: 5 nanometers.

2. Materials and Methods1

We used molecular modeling to construct the activated CaMKII holoenzyme, tubulin2

dimers, microtubules and microtubule A- and B-lattice neighborhood patches.3

To construct the activated CaMKII holoenzyme, sequences of the human α4

CaMKII kinase, autoregulatory, and linker domains as defined by Dosemici et al. [9]5

and association domain were taken from Tombes et al. [45] and used to build homol-6

ogy models. The crystal structures 1HKX [18] and 2VZ6 [35] were used as templates7

to build the association domain, and the kinase and autoregulatory domains respec-8

tively using MODELLER 9V6 [10]. The CaMKII holoenzyme structure was built9

with PYMOL 0.99rc6 [6] using the geometry described in Rosenberg et al., [39] with10

the linker region constructed as a linear chain of residues joining the autoregulatory11

region and the association domain. Specific kinase domain amino acids associated12
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Microtubule constituent protein tubulin and assembled microtubule composed of tubulins.
Light gray – alpha tubulin, Dark gray – beta tubulin. Negatively charged C-termini tails extend
from each alpha and beta tubulin. (a) Top, middle and bottom – tubulin in 90 degree rotation. In
the middle picture, the C termini are oriented toward the viewer, and not seen. Potential phospho-
rylation sites are highlighted: Blue – threonine residues, Cyan – serine residues. Serine 444 (cyan)
is on the beta tubulin C terminus (top). A cluster of serines (Ser 335, 338, 339) is on the beta
tubulin surface along with threonines (top, middle). Scale bar: 5 nanometers. (b) A-lattice micro-
tubule: Upper – Along the longitudinal axis through the microtubule lumen, Middle – angled view,
Lower – side view. Scale bar: 20 nanometers.

with phosphorylation (valine 208, tryptophan 237, threonine 286) were identified1

and color-coded.2

The tubulin protein structure 1JFF [29] was repaired by adding missing residues3

from 1TUB [32]. The repaired 1JFF dimer was then solvated, neutralized and4

energy-minimized using NAMD [34]. The minimized and repaired 1JFF structure5

was used as a template to build basic homology models of TUBA1A and TUBB36

using MODELLER 9V6 [10]. Specific amino acids appropriate for phosphorylation7

(serines and threonines) were identified and color-coded. Using this dimer, micro-8

tubules and the microtubule A- and B-lattice structures were built with PYMOL9

0.99rc6 [6] using the microtubule geometry described by Li et al. [23] and Sept et al.10

[40]. Changes in positional geometry to illustrate interactions between CaMKII and11
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tubulin/microtubule lattices were modeled using PYMOL 0.99rc6 [6]. All images1

were generated in PYMOL 0.99rc6 [6].2

Using the constructed models for CaMKII, tubulin and microtubule neighbor-3

hood lattice patches, we then (1) compared size and hexagonal geometry of CaMKII4

extended kinase domains with those of hexagonal microtubule A- and B-lattices, (2)5

evaluated proximity of phosporylation sites on CaMII kinase domains with those6

on tubulin, and (3) calculated information capacity for collective phosphorylation7

encoding between sets of six CaMKII extended kinase domains and hexagonal micro-8

tubule lattices.9

3. Results10

Figure 1(c) shows key phosphorylation sites on inner surfaces of the CaMKII11

extended kinase domains (top of each “foot”), facing the association domain and12

consisting of an “S” site and “T” site, apparently related to shorter and longer term13

phosphorylation respectively [3]. The S and T sites are adjacent arrays of largely14

hydrophobic amino acid residues including valine 208 (yellow) and tryptophan 23715

(orange), occupied by threonine 286 (blue) in the inactive state. (Point mutations at16

this threonine 286 site in mouse models result in impaired Ca2+-dependent synaptic17

plasticity, learning and memory [19].) We consider these sites together as the “S-T18

hydrophobic site”, represented by valine 208. The scale bar is 5 nanometers.19

Figure 2(a) shows a tubulin dimer, with the alpha monomer in light gray, and the20

beta monomer in dark gray. Negatively charged C-termini tails extend from each21

monomer. Tubulin phosphorylation sites are highlighted in color, with threonine22

residues in dark blue, and serine residues in cyan (blue/green). Serine 444 (cyan)23

is on the beta tubulin C terminus (top). A cluster of serines in cyan (ser 335, 338,24

339) is on the beta tubulin surface along with several blue threonines (top, middle).25

The scale bar is 5 nanometers.26

Figure 3 compares size and geometry of the activated hexagonal CaMKII27

holoenzyme to microtubule A- and B-lattice neighborhood patches. The scale bar28

(10 nanometers) refers to all parts of the figure. The CaMKII holoenzyme is shown29

in face view with snowflake-like radial symmetry. The upper kinases are removed,30

leaving the association domain (yellow) and six extended kinase domains (red), with31

regulatory domains in green. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the microtubule A- and B-32

lattice neighborhood patches, respectively, in a two-dimensional plane (microtubule33

curvature here is neglected).34

Figure 3(d) shows the CaMKII holoenzyme overlying the microtubule A-lattice.35

With minimal realignment (e.g. in the extenders between association and kinase36

domains) to account for microtubule curvature and lattice asymmetry, CaMKII37

kinase domains precisely match the microtubule A-lattice geometry, i.e. six extended38

kinases can interface collectively and simultaneously with six tubulins in an ordered39

microtubule hexagonal A-lattice. Figures 3(e) and 3(f) show CaMKII overlying40

a nine-tubulin neighborhood of the microtubule B-lattice, revealing two different41
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(b) (c)

(a)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. Alignment of CaMKII holoenzyme with microtubule lattices. Upper kinases not shown.
(a) Unaligned CaMKII holoenzyme without microtubule. (b) A seven tubulin dimer neighbor-
hood patch of the microtubule A-lattice, and (c) A nine dimer neighborhood patch of the micro-
tubule B-lattice, both from the viewpoint of the microtubule lumen looking out. In B and C (as
in Fig. 2(a)) alpha tubulins are in light gray, beta tubulins in dark gray. In (d) through (f), red
CaMKII kinase domains overlay light gray tubulin monomers. (b) shows alignment of activated
CaMKII kinase domains with the geometry of the A-lattice. (c), and (d) show two alignments
of CaMKII kinase domains with B-lattice geometry.

Scale bar: 10 nanometers.

CaMKII alignments precisely matching the B-lattice geometry. Such interactions1

can occur with either alpha or beta monomers.2

Figure 4 shows three-dimensional views of the activated CaMKII holoenzyme3

with six extended kinase domains interacting collectively with six tubulins in the4

microtubule lattice. Scale bars for Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are 20 nanometers, and 105

nanometers for Fig. 4(c).6

Figure 5 shows two possible modes of docking and phosphorylation between7

CaMKII extended kinase domains and tubulin in a microtubule. We show inter-8

actions with beta tubulin in an A-lattice, but similar interactions can occur with9

alpha tubulin and/or B-lattice (not shown). Figure 5(a) is a close-up view of Fig. 4(b)10

showing red kinase domains interacting with beta tubulins (autoregulatory domains11
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Potential docking of the calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) acti-
vated holoenzyme to a segment of A-lattice microtubule. (a) Face view – looking through the
microtubule lumen. (b) Side View. (c) Angled view.

in green). Figure 5(b) shows one possible phosphorylation mechanism. With the1

S-T hydrophobic site on the upper side of the kinase domain, a C-terminal “tail”2

extends upward from a beta tubulin on the microtubule surface. Serine 444 on the3

tubulin C-terminal tail is able to contact, and be phosphorylated by valine 208 in4

the CaMKII kinase S-T hydrophobic site.5

A second potential phosphorylation mechanism is shown in Fig. 5(c), in which6

the extended kinase domain unfurls at the autoregulatory domain, exposing the S-T7

hydrophobic site directly to the beta or alpha tubulin surface, allowing e.g. valine8

208 (yellow) to phosphorylate serines 335, 338 and/or 339, among others, on either9

alpha or beta tubulin surfaces.10

We then analyzed and calculated the information capacity of collective phos-11

phorylation of microtubule A- and B-lattice neighborhood patches by a set of six12

CaMKII kinase domains. We assumed each CaMKII extended kinase domain can13

either be phosphorylated at the S-T hydrophobic site, or not. Accordingly each14

extended kinase domain can either phosphorylate a tubulin substrate, or not, and15

thus encode one bit of information to a given tubulin (e.g. phosphorylation = 1, no16

phosphorylation = 0). Each set of six extended kinases on each side of a CaMKII17

holoenzyme can thus act collectively as 6 bits of information. Ordered arrays of bits18

are termed “bytes”.19

Figure 6 shows three possible scenarios for CaMKII encoding of microtubule20

lattices. On the far left column, a microtubule lattice neighborhood patch is iden-21

tified, with individual tubulin dimers numbered. In all instances the central dimer22
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 5. Two possible modes of CaMKII phosphorylation of tubulin in a microtubule. In both
modes, valine 208 in the “S-T hydrophobic site” on the inner surface of the extended kinase domains
phosphorylates tubulin. (a) CaMKII docking on microtubule from Fig. 4, scale bar 5 nm. (b) The
alpha tubulin C-terminal tail extends up to the top side of the kinase domain, adjacent to or beneath
the (green) autoregulatory domain (scale bar 5 nm). Left: close-up showing proximity of CaMKII
valine 208 (S-T hydrophobic site) and serine 444 on tubulin C-terminus, scale bar 1 nm. (c) A
shift of the autoregulatory region allows the foot-like kinase domain to unfurl, exposing valine 208
(yellow) and the S-T hydrophobic site to serines 335/338/339 (cyan) on the beta tubulin surface.

is omitted for information encoding, and assumed to act as an address identifier for1

the surrounding six tubulins and lattice neighborhood patch. The column second2

from left shows possible phosphorylation/information states of each dimer, with red3

signifying phosphorylation (1), and no red (hence underlying light or dark gray)4

signifying no phosphorylation (0) for each dimer.5

Row (A) in Fig. 6 shows a neighborhood patch of seven tubulins in an A-6

lattice microtubule. As the central dimer is not considered for phosphorylation,7

6 dimer bits (one byte) are available. Beta tubulins are illustrated but the same8

scenario would hold for alpha tubulin phosphorylation (not shown). Six possible
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Information capacity in microtubule lattice neighborhood patches due to phosphorylation
by a single CaMKII holoenzyme. On far left are schematic microtubule lattice neighborhood patches
with individual tubulin dimer locations identified by numbers (central dimer neglected). Second
from left are phosphorylation/information states (red) of individual tubulin dimers with binary or
trinary representations (0, 1, 2). On the right are six sample lattice neighborhoods with possible
phosphorylation states in red. (a) A-lattice seven tubulin dimer neighborhood patch with beta
tubulin phosphorylation states. A similar situation can occur with alpha tubulin phosphorylation
(not shown). Six out of 26 (64) possible states are shown. (b) A-lattice seven tubulin dimer neigh-
borhood in which either alpha or beta tubulins on each dimer may be phosphorylated, i.e. three
possible states per tubulin. Six out of 36 (729) possible states are shown. (c) B-lattice nine tubulin
neighborhood patches in which either alpha or beta tubulins can be phosphorylated. Six out of 5281
possible states are shown.

binary configurations, or bits, have 26 (64) possible states (one byte). Below each1

neighborhood patch is a binary string of bit states, with the key for dimer numbering2

shown in far left column.3

Row B in Fig. 6 shows a microtubule A-lattice in which either alpha or beta4

tubulins within each dimer may be phosphorylated. Omitting the central dimer5

(which may act as an address identifier) gives six available tubulin dimers, each6

with three possible states — no phosphorylation (0), beta tubulin phosphorylation7

(1), or alpha tubulin phosphorylation (2). These are trinary states, or “trits” (rather
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than bits). An ordered array of trits is a “tryte”. Six possible tryte states are shown1

out of 36 (729) possible states, with a corresponding trinary string below each lattice2

neighborhood patch.3

Row C in Fig. 6 shows a microtubule B-lattice neighborhood patch with nine4

tubulin dimers. As in B, either alpha or beta tubulin monomers may be phosphory-5

lated, giving three possible states (0, 1, 2) per tubulin as in B. The central dimer is6

again not available for phosphorylation, and able to act as address identifier for the7

neighborhood lattice patch. But in the B-lattice (Row C), six tubulin dimers out8

of eight possible dimers may be phosphorylated, each in three possible ways. This9

gives 36 − 28 − 8(27) = 5281 unique possible states encoded (per CaMKII “tryte”)10

in a B-lattice neighborhood patch.11

4. Discussion12

Learning and memory are understood as synaptic plasticity, experimentally repre-13

sented by long-term potentiation (LTP). But while synaptic membrane components14

are transient, memory can last a lifetime. Memory-related synaptic activity must15

be somehow converted to a more enduring form, e.g. at a molecular level within16

post-synaptic dendritic spines, shafts and cell bodies. In communication technology,17

a code converts (encodes) information from one form of representation to another.18

Is there a biomolecular code for memory in brain neurons?19

In LTP, synaptic-level information is encoded as calcium ion flux (Ca2+), which20

in turn appears to then be encoded as phosphorylation states of activated calcium21

calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) holoenzymes [24–27, 30]. Activation by Ca2+ (via22

calmodulin) causes CaMKII to undergo a remarkable transformation: up to six cat-23

alytic kinase domains extend above, and up to six kinase domains extend below the24

association domain, the fully activated holoenzyme resembling a robotic insect with25

two sets of six spindly legs and large feet [39], (Fig. 1(b)).26

Activated CaMKII may then phosphorylate other proteins which are candidates27

for meta-stable memory encoding, storage and processing. Following the trail of28

activated CaMKII phosphorylation in post-synaptic neurons may reveal molecular29

sites for memory.30

In LTP, activated CaMKII rapidly distributes after Ca2+ influx, accumulating31

within seconds at the post-synaptic density [43], too fast for protein synthesis [11].32

In dendritic spine LTP, activated CaMKII is redistributed from dendritic shaft to33

the targeted spine, which becomes enlarged [21, 50], and to nearby spines [16]. When34

multiple dendritic synapses are stimulated simultaneously, activated CaMKII moves35

into enlarged spines, followed by a secondary redistribution of activated CaMKII36

throughout the dendrite, and often throughout the entire dendritic arbor, cell body37

and axon [38]. Early steps in learning, memory and LTP appear to involve rapid38

intraneuronal distribution of CaMKII, presumably via diffusion and transport along39

cytoskeletal actin and microtubules.40
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CaMKII binds to both actin [42] and microtubules [22], and depolymerization of1

actin and microtubules prevents rapid CaMKII accumulation [1]. Actin and micro-2

tubules grow, reshape and modify neurons and synapses (though here we focus3

exclusively on microtubules). Various microtubule-associated proteins (“MAPs”)4

interconnect microtubules in scaffolding networks which define neuronal and5

synaptic architecture. Motor MAPs dynein and kinesin convey synaptic cargo along6

microtubules, guided by yet another MAP, “tau” [8], whose separation from micro-7

tubules is associated with Alzheimer disease. Could microtubules encode, store and8

process memory-related information?9

Microtubules are cylindrical polymers of tubulin, a peanut-shaped protein het-10

erodimer composed of alpha and beta monomers arranged in two types of lattices11

(A- and B-lattices – Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). Microtubules’ ability to organize com-12

plex spatiotemporal intracellular activities (synaptogenesis, mitosis, etc.) and their13

geometric lattice structure of interactive subunits have prompted theoretical mod-14

els of microtubule computation and automata function (e.g. [13–15, 37, 46]). In15

such proposals, variable states of individual tubulins are generally held to repre-16

sent simple binary bits which interact with neighboring tubulin bits in microtubule17

lattices to process information. However, the actual biology of tubulin is likely to18

be far more complex than binary states, and can include variables such as tubulin19

phosphorylation, conformation, dipole, genetic isotype, post-translational modifica-20

tion, C-terminal configuration, ligand, ion or MAP binding. Here we consider only21

CaMKII phosphorylation of tubulins in microtubule lattices as potential memory22

encoding.23

Using molecular modeling, we consider microtubule lattice neighborhood patches24

of either seven tubulins (A-lattice) or nine tubulins (B-lattice, Figs. 3 and 6) in which25

the central tubulin is excluded from phosphorylation (and whose lattice location can26

serve as the identifying address for particular neighborhood patches, thus enabling27

associative memory).28

We show that size and geometry of the six extended feet-like kinase domains29

of activated CaMKII holoenzymes can precisely match hexagonal arrays of tubu-30

lin in both A-lattice and B-lattice microtubules (Figs. 3(d)– 3(f)). This demon-31

strates that six kinase domains on a single CaMKII holoenzyme can align with,32

and potentially phosphorylate and encode, six tubulins in a microtubule lattice33

collectively.34

At a smaller scale on both CaMKII and tubulin, we show two plausible mech-35

anisms for direct phosphorylation of tubulin by the “S-T hydrophobic site” on36

CaMKII kinase domains (Fig. 5). In one, the CaMKII S-T hydrophobic site (e.g.37

valine 208) interacts with serine 444 on a C-terminal “tail” of tubulin. In the sec-38

ond mechanism, the CaMKII kinase domain unfurls, enabling the S-T hydrophobic39

site (e.g. valine 208) to contact and phosphorylate threonine and serine sites on the40

tubulin surface. These interactions can happen collectively, simultaneously, between41

six kinase domains on one CaMKII and six tubulins in a microtubule lattice.42
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Phosphorylation of individual tubulins by an extended kinase domain is poten-1

tially equivalent to a binary bit (phosphorylation = 1, no phosphorylation = 0),2

and six CaMKII kinase domains acting collectively on A-lattice neighborhood of six3

tubulins may constitute an ordered array of 6 bits, or a “byte” with 26 (64) possible4

states, six of which are shown in Fig. 6(a).5

We also considered phosphorylation in which either a beta monomer (1), alpha6

monomer (2), or neither (0) on each tubulin are phosphorylated by a CaMKII kinase7

domain, leading to trinary states, or “trits”, an ordered array of which would be8

a “tryte”. Figure 6(b) shows 6 out of 729 possible CaMKII trinary “trit” states (a9

“tryte”) in a microtubule A-lattice neighborhood patch. In a microtubule B-lattice,10

CaMKII can phosphorylate/interact with 6 out of 8 possible tubulins (the central11

dimer being excluded). Figure 6(c) shows 6 out of 5281 possible CaMKII trinary12

“trit” states (a “tryte”) in a microtubule B-lattice. Collective phosphorylation of13

microtubule lattices by activated CaMKII can enable large capacity encoding of14

memory-related information.15

Memory-related information encoded as patterns of phosphorylated tubulins in16

microtubules could function to (1) determine binding sites for MAPs which inter-17

connect microtubules to form scaffolding networks defining neuronal and synaptic18

architecture and extension, (2) regulate motor MAPs dynein and kinesin conveying19

precursors which maintain and regulate synapses, (3) transfer/encode information20

to particularly long-lasting and stable structures such as neurofilaments for memory21

storage, (4) regulate axonal firing threshold at the axon initiation segment following22

integration of synaptic inputs [31] (5) interact in microtubule computational (e.g.23

cellular/molecular automata) activity regulating synapses and intracellular activi-24

ties, and relating in some way to memory and conscious experience.25

5. Conclusions26

LTP activation of CaMKII results in extension of up to six “leg-like” kinase domains,27

presumed to encode memory of synaptic activity via Ca2+ (e.g. [24]). Each CaMKII28

kinase domain can then phosphorylate additional protein substrates, and potentially29

further encode synaptic information. These additional substrates are candidates for30

molecular encoding of memory. We consider microtubules as such substrates.31

Microtubules are cylindrical lattice polymers of peanut-shaped tubulin dimers,32

each composed of an alpha and beta monomer. Using molecular modeling, we find33

the six extended CaMKII kinase domains can precisely match size and geometry of34

hexagonal lattices of tubulin dimers in microtubules. At a smaller scale, we show35

juxtaposition of phosphorylation sites on CaMKII kinase domains (e.g. valine 208)36

and on tubulin in microtubules (e.g. serine 444).37

Each CaMKII kinase domain can either phosphorylate (1), or not phosphory-38

late (0) a specific individual tubulin dimer, and thus encode binary “bits” of infor-39

mation. Six CaMKII kinase domains can collectively phosphorylate ordered arrays40

of six tubulin bits in a microtubule hexagonal lattice neighborhood, encoding an41
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addressable “memory byte”. If either the beta monomer (1), alpha monomer (2), or1

neither (0) on each dimer can be phosphorylated by a kinase domain, trinary trits2

constituting memory “trytes” are obtained.3

We propose the basis for a biomolecular code for memory in microtubules4

encoded by CaMKII and other factors. Understanding and interfacing with such5

a code would offer a wide range of new opportunities in diagnosis and therapy of a6

host of conditions.7
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